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MARKET OUTLOOK  

Broccoli (Extreme) 

Brussels Sprouts 

Cabbages 

Cauliflower (Extreme) 

Celery 

Chili Peppers 

Cilantro 

Corn 

Garlic 

Green Beans (Extreme) 

Green Onions 

Lettuces (Extreme): Iceberg, 
Green & Red Leaf, Romaine, 

Romaine Hearts & Tender Leaf 

Mushrooms (Extreme) 

Pepper Bell: Red & Yellow 

Potatoes 

Strawberries (Extreme) 

Tomatoes (Force Majeure) 

WEEK 49 : December 5 - December 11, 2022 

Regional Weather Update: 
Oxnard, CA: Partly cloudy and sunny throughout the week with highs in 
the low 60s and lows in the mid-40s. 
Salinas, CA: Shower and partly cloudy throughout the week with highs 
in the 50s and lows in the 40s to mid-30s with sunny on Wednesday. 
Yuma, AZ: Sunny with highs in the 70s to mid-60s and lows in the low 
50s to low 40s. 
Immokalee, FL: Sunny with highs in the 80s and lows in the high 50s to 
60s with partly cloudy on Sunday. 
Idaho Falls, ID: Snow showers and cloudy throughout the week with 
highs in the low 30s to low 20s and lows in the mid-20s to low teens. 

National Posted Rate per mile 
previous week’s average outbound reefer rate for each region 

Map from DAT 

Transportation: 

National Diesel Average: $5.141 

Compared to Last Year: $3.72 

National Fuel Surcharge:  $0.71 

Shortages: Seeing high freight rates, 
with extreme shortages in NC; slight 
shortages in WA 

https://www.dat.com/trendlines/reefer/national-rates
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MARKET OUTLOOK 

Asparagus Mexican production continues to be light with steady supplies on Standard and Large. Very 
light supplies on XL and Jumbo. Peruvian production is good on all sizes and expected to 
continue through the mid-January. Quality is good. Market is less active after the 
Thanksgiving holiday but expected to increase for Christmas and New Year’s pull. 

Avocados 

Some lower elevation acreage has been stripped with an uptick of grade 2 fruit in the pack. 
Number 2 fruit currently accounts for about 10% of the pack. Mexico is currently harvesting a 
mix of old and new crops. The oil content is consistent across the board, averaging 28-29%. 
The flavor profile of Mexican avocado is excellent. A month of no rain in Mexico has resulted 
in good external quality of Mexican Avocados. The size curve is beginning to favor larger 
sizes. Moving into the Normal crop, as the fruit on the trees are sizing up, the smaller fruit 
will become less prevalent. 

Apples 

Bananas Banana is showing good quality and supply is expecting to remain stable through the 
remainder of the year. It has gotten a little cooler in the tropics, which is typical for this time 
of year. Be sure to adhere to best practices when handling bananas, even though quality 
remain strong. 

Beans 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Green Beans: EXTREME ALERT Beans out of South Georgia are done. Overall supply from 
West and East coast continues to improve. Markets are beginning to soften up a bit on the 
East. Volume and quality is expecting to remain strong through the holiday with the Florida 
crop. Light volume with some quality issues out West. Market remains elevated with demand 
exceeds supplies out West. 

Snow Peas: ALERT California crop is very limited. Production continues to improve from 
Guatemala. Some quality issue due to the weather in Guatemala.  

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

This year apple crop is on the larger size and higher-grade fruit. Small and off-grade fruits will 
be on the tighter side for the entire season. 
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Berries 

Blackberries: Prices for Blackberries are trending down this week. Same as with Raspberries, 
production out of Watsonville is winding down while Mexico is increasing. Look for stable supplies 
for the next couple weeks. 

Blueberries: Prices for Blueberries are trending slightly down this week. Production out Mexico is 
picking up. Chile is working through recent challenges with rain and frost. Growers are forecasting 
steady supplies for the next couple weeks. 

Raspberries: Prices for Raspberries are trending down this week. Production out of Watsonville is 
winding down while Mexico is increasing. Look for stable supplies for the next couple weeks. 

Cantaloupes 

Carrots 

Brussels Sprouts 

Broccoli 

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

EXTREME ALERT Supplies continue to be limited for this week. Strong demand continues for 
Broccoli. Market pricing continues to be strong and has reached most of our contract caps. 
Current supplies are coming from Yuma & Santa Maria. Supplies are also coming out of 
Mexico. Better supplies are to be expected for next week. (F.O.B pricing for this week $47.00 
- $49.00) 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Supplies are steady for this week. Quality is reported as good. Demand has increased the last 
few weeks. Market has increased with the increased demand. Steady demand for Brussel 
Sprouts is expected the next few weeks. (F.O.B pricing for this week $30.45 - $32.65) 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

 QUALITY 

FAIR 

Supply is slightly stronger out of California going into Fall. For this time of the year this is 
expected due to seasonality and weather changes. 

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Cantaloupe volume is beginning to increase and expected to have consistent arrivals with a 
very nice mix of sizing.  Volume being mostly 9/12s but also decent percentages of jumbos. 
Except for a few pallets here and there, 15s are still limited. The quality has been good, with 
a solid external appearance. Brix level is expected to improve next week. 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Supplies continue to be light for this week. Growers are reporting lower yields this week. 
Previous consecutive days with cold temperatures has slowed down yields. Expect market 
pricing to remain strong the next few weeks. (F.O.B pricing for this week $30.85 - $31.60) 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Cabbages 
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Celery 

Corn 

Cauliflower EXTREME ALERT Supplies continue to be limited for this week. Market pricing continues to 
stay strong and has reached most of our contracted caps. Demand continues to be very good 
for Cauliflower this week. Supplies are currently coming from Salinas and Yuma. Better 
supplies are expected for next week. (F.O.B pricing for this week $64.00 - $68.00) 

SUPPLY 

LIMITED 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Supplies continue to be light. Quality has been reported as only fair at this time. Supplies are 
shipping from Salinas and Santa Maria. Market is expected to get stronger as demand starts 
to increase. Salinas is winding down and will be transitioning to Oxnard.  (F.O.B pricing for 
this week $31.25 - $33.70) 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Prices for Corn are trending up this week. Supplies are tight out of the East and West. That's 
not totally unusual for this time of year.  Availably of all varieties are hit and miss. Gowers 
are looking for extra lead time on orders so they can secure supplies. 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Citrus 

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Limes: The market is expected to remain relatively stable until the second half of December, 
when it will begin to rise. We are seeing an increased distribution of mid-sized to large fruit. 
As we approach the holiday season, demand trends are expected to improve and pricing to 
stabilize. Weather continues to be the primary contributing factor, which is causing a general 
decline in quality and shelf life. In addition, consistent rain events over the past few months 
are expected to impact the bloom in January in terms of yields and quality. Pricing will 
certainly spike in January 2023, as it did in January 2022. Production supply chain disruptions 
are expected during the upcoming holiday season. 

Lemons: California lemons are being picked in D1. Quality has been good. The appearance is 
picture perfect with bright yellow with a slivering tinge. 

Oranges: Weather in California are favorable, with pleasant, cool days. The incredible flavor 
profile of California citrus so far indicates a great eating season. Navels displaying excellent 
natural color and increasing brix. While small fruit is peaking, values are in the 88s/113s, 
with 72s beginning to make volumes. 
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Herbs 

Cucumbers 

Eggplant 

Prices for Slicing Cucumbers are trending slightly down this week. Supplies are still a bit tight 
due to recent weather challenges in Florida. Growers are forecasting steady supplies for the 
next couple weeks.  

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Prices for Eggplant are trending down this week. Production is up out of Georgia. Supplies 
are also coming out of Florida, California, and Mexico. 

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

All herbs from Colombia continues to have quality issue due to the rain. Mexico herbs are 
steady with the exception of specialty herbs, which are day-to-day. 

Cilantro: ALERT Supplies will be light this week. Quality will only be fair going into next week. 
Most growers will be shipping out of Oxnard and Santa Maria CA. Cold temperatures have 
greatly affected yields and quality.  ($25.65- $27.45) 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Grapes SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Domestic grapes are still available, and quality is still good. Red grapes imported from Peru 
may be slightly delayed because they need more time to mature to reach the proper brix 
percentage. Peru has started shipping green grapes. There is a wide range of quality and cost 
coming from Peru. Expecting no major issues in the coming weeks as things should fall into 
place. 

Garlic 
SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Domestic garlic continues to remain tight. Harvest started late this season and growers are 
holding averages to try and minimized company buying heavy early in the season. Quality is 
good and the price is high. 

Ginger SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Import Ginger continues getting a little thin due to the increase of overall cost to import and 
some delay at port. 
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Kale 

 SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Iceberg 
SUPPLY 

LIMITED 

QUALITY 

POOR 

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

EXTREME ALERT Supplies will continue to be very limited for this week. Overall quality is 
been reported as only fair at this time. Weights are expected to be very light going into next 
week. We continue to experience quality issues at field level. Early morning Frost and cold 
temperatures are affecting quality and yields. Expect markets to remain escalated for a few 
weeks. Growers have finally fully transitioned to Yuma. (F.O.B pricing for this week $93.60 - 
$94.65) 

Supplies continue to be steady for next week. Demand is down on Green Kale for this week. 
Good quality has been reported at this time. Supplies should remain steady for a few weeks. 
Market pricing is improving. (F.O.B pricing for this week ($11.45 - $12.65) 

Domestic Honeydew is finished for the year. Guatemala honeydews production is beginning 
to increase. Sizing has been mostly 5/5J, followed by 6s, so a good mix to fill all orders. 
Guatemalan honeydews have a much more consistent pack and a cleaner external quality 
than what has been produced in the previous two months. Brix levels have mostly been in 
the 12-13% range. Mexican Honeydew are shipping out of Nogales with good volume. 
Demand is down. Quality is good with good brix. 

Honeydews 

Leaf 
SUPPLY 

LIMITED 

QUALITY 

POOR 

Green & Red Leaf: EXTREME ALERT (Green & Red Leaf) Supplies will continue to be very 
short for this week. Quality will only be fair at this time. Cold Weather and early morning 
frost is affecting quality. Market pricing will continue to stay escalated for another few 
weeks. We are now fully transitioned to Yuma. (Green Leaf F.O.B pricing for this week $64.45
- $68.75)(Red Leaf F.O.B pricing for this week $60.65 - $62.10) 

Romaine: EXTREME ALERT Supplies will continue to be limited for next week. Early morning 
frost and cold temperatures will affect quality.  Romaine heads will also be on the smaller 
size. Expect extreme markets for a few weeks. Growers have finally fully transition to Yuma. 
(Romaine pricing for this week $60.65 - $69.85) (Romaine Hearts pricing for this week $86.65 
- $87.65) 

Tender Leaf: EXTREME ALERT Supplies continue to be limited for this week. Demand has 
increased for tender greens due to higher prices on Lettuce commodities. Supplies will 
remain snug for another few weeks. Unusual cold temperatures are greatly affecting yields.  
Market pricing has escalated. Growers have finally fully transitioning to Yuma. (F.O.B pricing 
for this week $7.75 - $9.75) 
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Onions Green 

Peppers Bell 

Mushrooms 

Peppers Chili 

SUPPLY 

SHORT 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Shitake Mushrooms: EXTREME ALERT Due to uncontrollable rise in cost of imported Shitake logs from 
China. Shitake mushrooms supplies will be short, prices will be changing almost weekly. Long delays to 
unload shipments at the ports have caused some interruptions with supplies. This is caused by labor 
shortage and limited freight availability. 

EXTREME ALERT The mushroom industry continues with a shortage of labor, as well as cost inflation 
increases in raw materials. Specifically corrugated cardboard and packaging materials. Additionally, the 
price increases in freights nationally have greatly impacted cost to mushroom growers. Pricing on 
mushrooms must increase at this time due to Labor, Transportation, and packaging.  

Supplies continue to be limited this week. Market continues to be escalated; it is showing 
signs of improvement. Green onions are coming from Mexico. Abnormal cold temperatures 
continue affecting yields. (F.O.B pricing for this week $25.65 - $27.45) 

SUPPLY 

SHORT 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

ALERT (Red & Yellow) Prices for Green Bell and Red Peppers are trending up this week. 
Prices for Yellow Bell Peppers are stable. Production is picking up out of Florida and Mexico. 
Look for improved availability & pricing in the weeks to come. 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Prices for Chili Peppers are mostly stable this week. Supplies for Anaheim's, and Serrano's 
are extremely tight. Prices on Jalapeno's and Poblano are working their way up too. Rain and 
cool weather have impacted all growing areas. 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

Onions SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Onions are shipping out of Colorado, Idaho, Michigan, Oregon, Utah, and Washington. All 
sizes and colors are available. Quality is reporting as good. Demand and Market are steady. 
Colorado is wrapping up. Yields are down, as are acres planted, compared to the previous 
year. Planting for 2023 season has begun, but it appears the overall acreage will be reduced 
due to the lack of water. Trucks are starting to get tight and freight cost are rising. This will 
also have an impact on precut. 

Pears The organic pear crop in the Pacific Northwest appears to be promising, with estimates indicating a 
volume increase over last year. Most organic varieties are seeing increased volume, which is 
encouraging in a year when much of Northwest tree fruit volume has been down. Sizing is looking to 
be two sizes smaller this year on summer pears (red and green Bartlett and, Starkrimson). The whole 
Northwest pear crop is estimated to be slightly up year-over-year, further strengthening the organic 
pear category. 

SUPPLY 

GOOD 

QUALITY 

GOOD 
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Strawberries 

Squash 

Potatoes 

Pineapples 

In the next few weeks, Pineapples are expected to start trending towards smaller sizes. The 
yield is improving and more 7ct and 8ct Pineapples are expected to be available. Quality is 
good with good brix level. Market is steady and demand is light. 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

FAIR 

SUPPLY 

EXTREME 

QUALITY 

POOR 

The crop will be smaller this season because of the overall yield being lower than last year. 
Demand are strong for the holiday season. Prices are increasing with the larger sizes fetching 
a premium and they become short. Packer are trying to stretch their inventory until New 
Crop start. Suggest staying ahead of inventory as prices are expected to raise and 
transportation will become a challenge through the holiday. Precut potatoes will be 
impacted as well. 

Prices for Zucchini and Yellow Squash is trending down this week. Demands for Squash 
traditionally take a hit after the Thanksgiving Holiday. This year is no exception. Supplies are 
still on the snug side due to the recent hurricane activity in Florida. Mexico is crossing 
product but no big volumes to date.  

EXTREME ALERT - Supplies are at Critical Level Prices for Strawberries are trending slightly 
down this week. Supplies will continue to be extremely tight out of California. They're 
working through recent rain and frost events. It rained on Thursday. That's limiting 
harvesting and causing quality problems. Production out of Mexico is limited but it's 
expected to ramp up in the weeks to come. Florida is seeing minimal volumes, but 
production will ramp up in the weeks to come too. Expect order cuts and loading delays.  

SUPPLY 

EXTREME 

QUALITY 

BAD 

Tomatoes 

SUPPLY 

FAIR 

QUALITY 

GOOD 

Watermelons Supplies on Seedless and minis continue to be tight. Market will be very tight in December 
and January. Florida has light volumes. Northern Mexico is wrapping up and Southern 
Mexico will start up out of Edinburg and Nogales after the first of the year. Offshore 
watermelon is expecting to start in December. 

FORCE MAJEURE - Supplies are at Critical Level Prices for 20/25 lb Round Tomato, Grape, and Cherry are 
trending up. Prices for Roma are trending slightly down. Production usually transitions to Florida during 
this time of year. The recent hurricane activity has negatively impacted this year’s plans. Growers are 
forecasting tighter supplies for another week or two before volumes slowly ramp up a bit. South Florida 
growers are forecasting good volumes in early January 2023. The normal winter crop out of South Florida 
will be delayed a few weeks due to weather. Production out of Mexico is historically light this time of 
year. The recent hurricane activity in Mexico negatively impacted production too. In summary, supplies 
for all Tomatoes are currently at critical levels. Prices are at extremely high levels. Growers out of Florida 
and Mexico expect some market relief during the front end of January. That's when production ramps up 
for their traditional winter crops. It will be a bumpy ride for most of December. After December, look for 
improved market conditions and lower prices during around first of January 2023. 
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If you have any specific questions or concerns on any commodities not mentioned in this report, please feel free to reach out to dforsythe@nproduce.com 
and we will be happy to give you those current market conditions. Also look for our Spanish version that will be released on Monday. Have a great week!                                                                                                      

Your Dedicated NPC, LLC Staff 

How an arcane 96-year-old law stopped the rail strike 

New York (CNN Business) —  Most labor disputes never end up being debated in Congress. But thanks to a nearly century -old law 
that regulates labor relations only when it comes to railroads and airlines, what otherwise would be strictly an economic 
issue became a political one. 

The Railway Labor Act was passed in 1926 as one of the very first labor laws  in the nation. At that point most of the railroads 
already had been unionized, some all the way back to the mid-19th century. The structure was therefore set up to regulate labor 
negotiations between unions and management, rather than oversee organizing campaigns for new unions and additional 
members. 

Because of the law, the House was able to vote Wednesday to impose unpopular contracts on four rail unions whose members 
have already rejected the terms, followed by a vote by the  Senate vote late Thursday that did the same. 

The measure now goes to President Joe Biden, who has said he will sign it. When he does, there will no longer be a chance of a 
Dec. 9 strike that would have shut down about 30% of the nation ’s freight shipments. A prolonged strike would have caused 
shortage of a wide range of items, from food to gasoline to automobiles, and likely resulted in a spike in prices.  

The House also passed a law that would give the unions  paid sick days, addressing the issue they said led members to reject the 
deals. But the efforts to pass that same measure in the Senate fell short, even though 52 of 95 senators voted for it. The me asure 
needed 60 votes to pass the senate. 

Under the Railway Labor Act, the federal agency that oversees railroad and airline labor relations is the National Mediation Board, 
which tries to bring the two sides together, and it set up a series of limits and cooling off periods during which unions can  not 
strike and management can not lock out the workers. And if all those efforts fail, then Congress can step in and impose a con tract 
under which both sides will have to operate. 

In negotiations at other businesses, the workers ’ ability to strike is the most powerful option unions have to achieve their goals at 
the bargaining table. And even the railroads admit that the law makes strikes extremely unlikely.  

“The goal of the Railway Labor Act was to reduce the likelihood of a work stoppage, ” said Ian Jefferies, the CEO of the Association 
of American Railroads, the trade group that represents the railroads. “And it’s been remarkably effective in doing that.” 

As much as management likes the law and its limits on strikes, the unions hate it. They say it would be far easier to reach a  deal 
that their members can support if they had the leverage of a possible strike. And they say that management, when weighing the  
cost of that possible strike, would realize that they have the resources needed to meet those demands without an actual work 
stoppage. 

The four major railroads — Union Pacific (UNP), CSX (CSX), Norfolk Southern (NSC) and Berkshire Hathaway (BRKA)’s Burlington 
Northern Santa Fe — reported some form of record profits in 2021. Wall Street analysts expect even better profits in 2022, at 
least for the three railroads they cover. 

If they were covered by the National Labor Relations Act, the labor law that oversees worker -management relations at most of 
the nation’s businesses, the unions could threaten to go on strike. But under the Railway Labor Act, management can fall back on 
hopes that Congress will give them the deal it wants.  

“This action prevents us from reaching the end of our process, takes away the strength and ability that we have to force 
bargaining or force the railroads to…do the right thing,” said Michael Baldwin, president of the Brotherhood of Railroad 
Signalmen, one of the four unions whose members voted against the tentative agreements reached last fall that Congress is now 
poised to impose on members. 

The railroads deny they wanted this to end up with Congress, and they preferred to… 

 

Read full article HERE  

 

By Chris Isidore, CNN Business 
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